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Store holiday decorations have changed from snowflakes to hearts and we're
wondering, where did January go?! 

Let's begin celebrating this month of love with a look at our new Eastman
mandolins. We are all stocked up and can't wait to show them to you! Then
read our interview with singer/songwriter/guitarist Wes Schultz from The
Lumineers. The group released a new album last month and it may just be their
best yet. 

Next up we're shining our Music Teacher Spotlight on pedal steel, electric and
acoustic guitar teacher Jeff Rady. Then Eileen Niehouse - a founding member
of the legendary group The Mother Folkers - tells us about the guitar that got
away. Next, dive deep into our blog post "Pandemics and Stores Like Ours".
We've also got a new video to share with you of musician Nic Clark
fingerpicking our Bourgeois 000 Professional Series Vintage guitar. Let's start
scrolling!
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Friend of the Denver Folklore Center: 
The Lumineers

BRIGHTSIDE, the highly anticipated
album by American folk-rock group
The Lumineers, was released in
January 2022 and offers up a
message of hope in these strange
times. We spoke to Wes Schultz,
guitarist and lead vocalist for the
band, on the eve of their European
tour.

BRIGHTSIDE 
Wes says BRIGHTSIDE was
unplanned. “My wife had our second
child last March and we (he and
band mate Jeremiah Fraites) had
gone into the studio in February with
just the goal of recording one or two
songs. We left with five, then
followed up with a session a few
months later and finished the record.
There was something about it that

"The vibe isn’t that everything is
okay, it’s more like you’re forging
ahead like you would when you were
fifteen. Like you have nothing to lose
and everything to gain. Maybe we
were trying to feel that way. 

“Now, there’s a feeling of uncertainty
every day that never gets healed.
Everyone is carrying that feeling
around. The strangest part is that in
my lifetime there’s never been
something you could say to anyone
anywhere and they know what you
mean. It’s usually isolated to a
specific geographic area where a
thing happens. But to have it be a
worldwide pandemic … I think
there’s something unique and
strange about that. To be able to
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was just off the cuff. We didn’t do a
lot of takes, it wasn’t really planned
out, it was more like we were just
doing it for the fun of it. I think that
comes across.” 

Wes considers the band’s previous
record III more of an ambitious
concept album compared to the new
record. “We tried to tell a story then,
and this new album is not that at all.
It’s more like a couple of kids playing
around.

relate to the entire world, in this
case, is not the best thing.
Unfortunately, we’re all in the boat
together.” 

Read our interview with Wes HERE
and see The Lumineers' tour dates
and buy BRIGHTSIDE HERE. 

Bourgeois 000 Professional Series Vintage Guitar

Nic Clark Plays our Bourgeois 000 Professional
Series Vintage Guitar

Bourgeois Guitars excel at making instruments that combine modern luthiery
techniques with vintage aesthetics and sound, like this beautiful new 000-
Vintage from the company's Professional Series. Watch as Nic Clark shows off

https://www.denverfolklore.com/module/news/11014/the-lumineers-wes-schultz---friend-of-the-dfc
https://www.thelumineers.com/home
https://youtu.be/io8jTUvth5Q
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what this great little guitar can do! Then check out this guitar including more
photos and pricing HERE. 
 

Eileen Niehouse and The One that Got Away

It seems like every musician has a story about the instrument that got away.
Here's one from Eileen Niehouse, a founding member of The Mother Folkers. 

"I used to have this lovely Gibson J-45. It was my first really nice blues and
ragtime guitar. And I sold it to the Denver Folklore Center, of course, to get a
Martin. And Spencer Bohren bought my Gibson! He was from Wyoming
and would come down to the Folklore Center - it was a treasure trove for him
too. He ended up being just a spectacular blues player and singer. We all loved
Spencer (he has since passed away). He bought my guitar in the early ‘70s. 

https://www.denverfolklore.com/shop/Instruments/Guitar/Bourgeois/p/Bourgeois-000-Professional-Series-Vintage-x61341146.htm
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"I last saw him at one of his concerts three or four years ago and he still had it!
On stage he said, “Well now I’ll pick up my Gibson J-45, which I got from Eileen
Niehouse. It’s Eileen’s old guitar.” I’m not a GAS person – guitar acquisition
syndrome. I have my wonderful old Bourgeois which I got in the early ‘90s - I
traded in my Lowden for that one. The only other guitar I have is my Voyage Air
Guitar I bought so I could take it to Ireland. Now I want to read everybody else’s
story about The One that Got Away!" 

Send us your story about the one that got away! And read more tales HERE.  

Photo source: spencerbohren.com (yes, that's the actual guitar)

What People Are Saying About Us
Recently I visited the store with my brother shopping for a banjo. Everyone in
the store was extremely helpful. We were able to play all the banjos we wanted.
The staff also gave demonstrations on the equipment we were interested in.
The service provided was great. I'm happy with my new banjo. – D.G. 
 

https://www.denverfolklore.com/module/news/10757/the-one-that-got-away
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Music Teacher Spotlight: Jeff Rady 
Pedal Steel, Acoustic and Electric Guitar

The first things you notice about
music teacher Jeff Rady are his
positive energy and sense of humor.
His enthusiasm about music shines
through when you speak to him and
see his website which details his
lessons for pedal steel and acoustic
and electric guitar.
  
And Jeff’s no stranger to the Denver
Folklore Center. “My mom used to
live on Pearl Street in the early ‘90s
so I’d go there often. I’d see Harry
Tuft and I remember blowing up
some of his amps. He was a good
sport about it. And he let me play
whatever and he was encouraging
and nice.” 

He had the leopard skin pants and
he’d have a cigarette hanging out of
his guitar neck, the long hair and
purple glasses. He taught me a lot
and let me play open mics with him.
That’s when I got better and started
to take playing music seriously.
When it was time to play a show, I
seemed to concentrate harder. Billy
was one of my first important
teachers and he was pretty well
known in Denver." 

He also took a harmonica class with
Neil Satterfield who taught him how
to read music. Jeff credits Satterfield
with teaching him how to read music
and try out for the Berklee School of
Music – he was accepted and

https://jeffsguitarandsteel.com/
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Jeff knows all too well the
importance of taking music lessons
considering he’s taken them since he
was thirteen years old. “I’m from
Littleton, CO and my first guitar
teacher was Billy Ryan, a sort of ‘80s
rock guitarist.

graduated. 

Learn more about Jeff, his rock
ensembles at The Band Cave and
his music lessons HERE.

Eastman Mandolins are Here!

Eastman Mandolins are some of the best value instruments in the mandolin
market. The Eastman company started making high quality yet affordable hand-
carved archtop instruments over twenty-five years ago. In that time they have
become one of the most respected names in the archtop instrument world. We

https://www.denverfolklore.com/jeff-rady-music-teacher-pedal-steel-guitar-electric-guitar-acoustic-guitar.htm
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try and offer everything from fantastic-valued all solid MD305 to professional
quality models. See our selection of Eastman mandos HERE.

Pandemics and Stores Like Ours

Here are some thoughts from Denver Folklore Center Co-Owner Saul
Rosenthal about the impact the pandemic has had on the store.     

Who knew what a pandemic could do to the supply of musical instruments?
Through 2019 stores like the Denver Folklore Center were placing monthly and
quarterly orders assuming buying patterns would remain the same though
2020. Little did we know that everything would change dramatically as a result
of COVID-19. 

On March 24th we closed our store in compliance with orders from the city of

https://www.denverfolklore.com/shop/Instruments/Mandolin-Family/Eastman.htm
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Denver. For the next seven weeks we filled online orders only that we could
ship without customer contact. And we received no new merchandise. In mid-
May we reopened with curb-side service only and then towards the end of the
month we started hosting customers in small numbers inside the store with
masks and social distancing – and still with no new instruments coming in. 

Over the next thirty to forty-five days, we saw a doubling or even tripling in the
number of instrument purchases over what we had anticipated. People were
working (or not) from home, had no place to spend disposable income since
almost everything was shut down, were receiving checks from the government
to help them through the shutdown and were looking for something to do.
Guitars, mandolins, banjos and ukuleles were flying out the door and we were
on the phone with our vendors daily ordering more, and more and more. 

Read the rest of the article HERE.

Contact Us

Denver Folklore Center

1893 S Pearl Street

Denver, CO 80210

Phone: 303-777-4786

Email: info@denverfolklore.com

Website: denverfolklore.com

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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